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The Demise of UK PLC?
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The Exception...  The Offshore Energy Industry

It’s been a roller coaster of a ride over the last 15 years

Oil price spikes

Oil price lows

Gas price volatility

Global Pandemic

Financial market crash

Energy Transition

Hire ‘em / fire ‘em mentality

Digitalization

Difficulty

Innovation
Change

Collaboration

Alliancing

Working from home

Changes in working practice

Adversarial

Safety

Resilience
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Leading companies will use the global pandemic to redefine 
their reasons for being and their basis for distinctiveness.

McKinsey & Company

An industry in transition
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How Have We Adapted?

More than just a change of name
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With a highly experienced organisation, Havfram delivers the full value chain through three complementary business areas 

Business Areas

Subsea Installation

Installation services for subsea projects

10+ years of complex project experience

Actively tendering for installation projects globally 

1 2 3

Offshore Wind Park Development

Development and ownership of offshore wind parks

Consultancy house for license application and early 
phase development

Partnership with RWE and NTE for Utsira license

Offshore Wind Installation

Installation services for offshore wind parks

Established team with 8+ years experience from 
Offshore Wind Industry

Actively tendering for installation projects globally 

Havfram Developments Hav Vind Hav Dyp
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Comprehensive knowledge transfer

Execution Crossover

Life-of-field 
support

InstallationInfrastructure
Detailed design 
& engineering

Concept selection / 
feed studies

Offshore Subsea Projects

Life-of-field 
support

InstallationInfrastructure
Detailed design 
& engineering

Concept selection /
feed studies

Offshore Wind Projects
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What we need to consider

Journey Through The Energy Transition

• More than 44,000 jobs need to be 
filled over next decade

• 90% of traditional offshore workforce 
boast medium to high skills

• Nurture and benefit from existing 
skills and expertise

• Encourage and develop new talent

• Supply chain relationships

• Strategic partnerships

• Local content requirements

• Business planning and models

• Ability to embrace a flexible and 
agile mindset to work in both 
hydrocarbons and renewables

People & Skills Technology & Innovation Business Needs

• Commonality and correlation in 
technologies:

• Mooring lines
• Power cables
• SURF systems

• Vessel capabilities and future 
requirements

• Low carbon emissions from project 
activities
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Investing in the future

Havfram’s Journey Through The Energy Transition

People 
& Skills

Technology 
& Innovation

Business 
Needs

Retain, retrain, recruit
• Dedicated renewables team
• 75% of team have moved across from oil & gas
• Internal training, skills and knowledge transfer
• Graduate recruitment and apprenticeship initiatives in place

Use what we have and invest in what we need
• Commonality and correlation in technologies means that existing subsea installation assets and 

techniques can be used for both traditional subsea and for renewables subsea projects
• Investment in new Wind Turbine Installation Vessels (WTIVs) for US and UK markets
• Focus on low carbon emissions in all our activities

Ensuring we’re fit for the future
• Collaboration agreements in place
• Strong and established supply chain relationships
• Ambitious targets for majority of work to come from renewables in next five years
• The right people, mindset, tools and experience to work in both traditional and renewable offshore 

energy markets.
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Havfram provide services from planning and analysis through the construction phase

Delivering the Entire Wind Value Chain

Project 
Ownership

Project 
Consulting

Cable 
Installation

Foundation
Installation

Turbine
Installation

Exclusivity to develop 
the project

Construction Consent / 
Detailed Site Assessment 

Financial Investment 
Decision (FID)

Commercial Operation 
Date (COD)

1 year 2 years 2 years 30-40 years 

Site Selection Development Pre-Construction Construction Operations

2 - 3 years

Application

Planning & Analysis 
of site

1 year



Size of the prize

ScotWind

Scotland’s target is to reach net zero emissions by 2045 –
generating 10GW of new, clean energy from ScotWind 
projects will make a big contribution to reaching that target.

• ScotWind offers opportunities for business: their 
construction, operation and maintenance 

• 25GW awarded in total

• 15GW Floating

• 10GW Fixed
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• Partnership between the Scottish public sector and the 
offshore wind industry

• Alphabet soup of working groups

• Everybody wanting to be involved and play a role

• Risk of too much dilution and therefore loss of focus



ScotWind Alone Concrete Floating Steel Floating

Where and what type of turbine
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ScotWind

• 25GW awarded in total
• 15GW Floating
• 10GW Fixed
• 769 Floating WTG
• 519 Fixed WTG

384 units
Concrete 9,300,000t
Steel Rebar 150,000t
Towers 1,400,000t
Anchors 100,000t
Chain 240,000t

386 units
Steel Foundations 2,300,000t
Towers 1,400,000t
Anchors 100,000t
Chain 240,000t
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Current Status Overview

Local Supply Chain

1. Anchor
2. Chain Connectors
3. Chain
4. Polyester Rope
5. Buoys
6. In-line tensioner
7. Floater Fabrication
8. HVDC Substation
9. Concrete
10.Inter Array Cables
11. Export Cables
12.Cable ancillaries / accessories / BSC’s
13.Turbine maintenance
14.Pull-in winches
15.Storage areas / ports
16.Vessel operators
17.Survey AUVs  & drones
18.Commissioning vessels / Walk to Work 
19.Subsea connection systems

Key:
Red =  not currently available in UK and not being presented 
Yellow = limited supply chain



Havfram investing in new WTIVs for fixed wind markets in the US and Europe
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Next Generation Wind Turbine Installation Vessels (WTIVs)

WTIV for US Market WTIV for European Market
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Currently not just a local endeavour

Managing The Supply Chain

Supply chain from across the global

• Linepipe from Japan

• Pipeline fabrication in Norway

• Umbilical from UK

• Flexibles from Denmark

• Valves from Italy

• Fabrication in UK

• Chain from China

Supply chain across the globe

• Block fabrication in Far East

• Assembly in UK

• Inter array in Europe / UK

• Export Cables from Europe

• Tower Fabrication in UK

• Chain from China / Spain

• Integration in UK

Transferable Skills and Knowledge

Traditional Subsea Project Offshore Floating Wind Project

Logistics management key

Multiple vessels co-ordinated in an expensive 

ballet offshore:

• Drilling rigs

• Pipelay vessels

• Construction vessels

• Survey vessels

• Dive support vessels

Logistics management super important

Less sophisticated vessels in the ballet 

offshore:

• AHT

• Construction vessels

• Survey vessels
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In Summary

We have to adapt to survive AND invest to meet the challenges for the energy transition to a net zero future 

Key learnings

• We know how to deliver complex subsea and marine projects

• Existing knowledge and skills are transferable

• Supply chain dependencies need to be considered

Pitfalls

• Solutions need to be fit-for-purpose – one size does not fit all

• Volatility of energy markets 

• Too much work, not enough supply – potential for bottlenecking

Challenges

• UK content quotas – currently not everything can be sourced from UK

• New government consultation on supply chain plans and CfD delivery for 
offshore wind licensing round 5




